RÉPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE
_____________________________________________________

MAIRIE DE CHERONNAC
____________________
MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL MEETING
Held 31st October 2020 at 9h 30
Following a proposal from the management centre regarding the nomination of the
administrative deputy for a change of grade, the municipal council unanimously approved the
creation of a post of administrative deputy 1st class.
From the 1st January 2021, the community of communes Porte Oceane du Limousin is
considering whether to include in its statutes the responsibility for local urban planning
(PLUI). The municipal council has taken the decision not to transfer this responsibility to the
CCPOL as a communal map for the commune already exists and the wish is that a prior study
be made in order to know the impact of such a decision.
Regarding the work on the extension of the cemetery, Hardy & Co are due to begin on 16 th
November. An initial subsidy payment will be requested.
The Bataillou-Les Vergeries track way has been re-stoned in order to fill the holes and
cracks. This has been done to divert the surface water away from the track.
In preparation for the sale of certain track ways, the commission has begun the census of
tracks in the Bussac Peyrasoulat sector.
Requests for subsidies from the Government for the church and the communal workshop will
be made in the form of DETRs.
The municipal council has taken the decision to cancel the Children’s Christmas party.
However the presents will be delivered.
The Departmental council has delivered its report on the speed tests recorded on the RD87 at
La Martinie Le Panteon. The Departmental council believes that speed signs will not be
effective in slowing drivers. A temporary radar trap will be positioned for 3 weeks in order to
make drivers aware of their speeds.
A mayoral decree will be drawn up in order that the police powers of the Maire may not be
transferred to the President of the CCPOL under certain circumstances.
The Maire’s New Year reception and the Senior Citizens’ lunch are both cancelled. Instead
food hampers will be distributed towards the end of the year. The criteria for those concerned
remain the same as for the meal.
Following the request by a council member, the Maire put forward a proposal that the
municipal council reconsider the wind turbine project. He asked the municipal council to vote
for or against the abandonment of the project studies. The council decided by 8 votes for, 1
abstention and 2 votes against to pursue the project studies. These studies will allow for a
more informed vote in the event of any possible advancement of this project.

Chéronnac, 2nd November 2020. The Maire

